
Benefits

Affordable constellation 
(including launch) enabling large 
volume of collected spatial data 
on a daily basis

Exploitation of a high volume of 
suspected targets characterized 
by frequent location changes, 
thanks to a combination of high 
revisit rates and advanced image 
processing algorithms

High resolution, Pan, and 
spectral (RGB & VNIR)

Direct access to information via 
IP based cloud network using 
multiple ground stations allowing 
fast delivery and processing 

Quick response to urgent needs

Extraction of valuable 
information and intelligence with 
geospatial big data analytics 

Cost-Effective, Scalable, Addressing Global Geospatial Big-Data Applications 

Space Section 

The small size & weight of LiteSat 
is achieved due to the compact 
design of its camera and its very low 
orbit (endured due to the low drag 
configuration). Small size & mass 
enable single launch of multiple 
satellites to a single orbit. LiteSat 
achieves a very attractive cost-to-
performance ratio compared to other 
solutions in a growing market for 
large coverage information.

Overview 

LiteSat is an Electro-Optical spatiaI 
Earth Observation system providing 
efficient solutions for civilian & 
military needs. The system provides a 
complete solution from requirement 
to final intelligence product.  
It consists of a constellation of 
low cost & high performance 
nanosatellites and of an advanced 
ground facility which can also be 
integrated into existing assets due to 
its modular design.

The constellation is custom tailored 
to yield the desired frequency of 
presence at areas of interest.

Mission Control Center (MCC) 

The (MCC) includes all the ground 
support functions needed for 
elaborate surveillance missions.
The Mission Planning and Control, 
the Data Handling, and the 
Exploitation functions are based 
on the operationally proven                
IMILITE MMC®. Among other 
features it provides: efficient mission 
planning that can satisfy queries 
from clients while considering the 
entire constellation for optimization; 
mission and constellation monitoring 
and control with minimal workload; 
tools for mission quick response to 
new situation; advanced exploitation 
capabilities and tools, such as easy 
orientation, change detection, Ground 
Control Points (GCP) generation, and 
various photogrammetric products. 

LiteSat
Electro-Optical Earth Observation Nanosatellite System

TM



LiteSat

Satellite:

Mass 60 kg

Orbit altitude 250 to 400 km (circular)

Orbit inclination Any (inclined or SSO)

Spectral bands Pan[1], RGB and VNIR

Spatial resolution (GRD) 50 cm @ 370 km 

Operational life span[2] Hydrazine propulsion: 7 years @ 370 km

Swath 6.0 km @ 370 km

Imaging modes

Spot: 6.0 X 6.0 km 

Strip: 6.0 X 4500 km 

Wide strip: 11 X 200 km

Image storage size 2.5 Tb

Communication
X band Data downlink 

S band command and telemetry 

Satellite agility 20° within 8 sec (ready for new imaging)

Imaging capacity                      360,000 km2 per day

Constellation:

Revisit
Latitude & constellation size dependent 
(See Example)

Positional accuracy 15 m (3σ), with self generated GCP[3]

Exploitation assisting tools

Change detection and historical 
intelligence investigation

Mosaic of images, Stereo and 3D 
images 

Orientation

Mapping products
Orthophoto, DTM, DSM

Self generated GCP

Launch
Designed for multiple satellite launch 
(by one launcher for each orbit) and for 
various launchers

Characteristics and Performance 
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The camera is compact with a small 
cross-section size that supports the 
low drag configuration, without 
compromising performance. It is 
rigidly attached to the attitude sensors 
to reduce thermal distortion effects.

Civilian Usage

Military Usage
Enabling quality actionable 
intelligence for large areas on a daily 
basis

Change detection - high rate with 
follow up:  Fire & Control (e.g. SSBM), 
and Operational / training maneuver 
activity 

Quick response for ad-hoc requirements

Photogrammetric products

Emergency response to disaster 
stricken areas: Floods, Earthquakes, 
Forest  Fires, Oil Spills 

Home land security - border and  
asset control 

Traffic monitoring (land & sea) 

Infrastructure change detection 

Civilian migration and  aid support

[1] The panchromatic image is constructed from the spectral channels
[2] No single critical failure is achieved due to hardware or functional redundancies.
[3] Ground Control Point
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Global Revisits per day (24 hr. period):
Example - 8 sats. in 2 planes inc. 43º + 8 sats. in 2 planes inc. 57º 

Imaging GSD: 50 cm (all spectral bands)

Payload 


